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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues,

Microfluidic devices have attracted significant attention
during the past two decades due to their features, which
make them suitable for numerous applications ranging
from diagnostics to remediation of wastewaters. However,
a major challenge is ensuring that the developed
applications are scalable to eventually reach commercial
success in different niche markets. In this regard, one of the
major obstacles is their manufacture because most
applications require polished surfaces and well-defined
micropatterns that are only attainable by costly, tedious,
and highly sophisticated fabrication methods within
cleanroom facilities. This significantly limits the possibility
of reaching out to emerging markets where such facilities
are yet to be fully accessible for small to mid-size
companies interested in developing disruptive businesses
that rely on microfluidic platforms. This Special Issue is
therefore dedicated to recent developments in affordable
manufacturing routes that focus on closing the gap
between lab-scale development and industrial
implementation.  
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

You are invited to contribute research articles or
comprehensive reviews for consideration and publication
i n Micromachines (ISSN 2072-666X). Micromachines is
published in the open access format. Research articles,
reviews and other contents are released on the internet
immediately a er acceptance. The scientific community
and the general public have unlimited free access to the
content as soon as it is published. As an open access
journal, Micromachines is supported by the authors or their
institutes by payment of article processing charges (APC)
for accepted papers. We are pleased to welcome you as
our authors.
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